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In this paper we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the asymptotic
stability of the zero solution of the linear delay difference equation
N
x y x q p x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,Ýnq 1 n nykqŽ jy1. l
js1
by using root-analysis for the characteristic equation. Here, p is a real number and
Ž .k, l, and N are positive integers with k ) N y 1 l. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the asymptotic stability of the linear delay
difference equation of higher order,
N
x y x q p x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 1.1Ž .Ýnq1 n nykqŽ jy1. l
js1
where p is a real number and k, l, and N are positive integers with
Ž .k ) N y 1 l.
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w xIn the case N s 1, it is known 5]7 that the zero solution of the
difference equation
x y x q px s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 1.2Ž .nq1 n nyk
is asymptotically stable if and only if
kp
0 - p - 2 cos . 1.3Ž .
2k q 1
This nice result is proved by using the fact that the zero solution of the
linear difference equation is asymptotically stable if and only if all the
roots of its characteristic equation are inside the unit disk.
By the application of Rouche’s theorem for the characteristic equation,´
w xthe following is easily shown 1; 3, pp. 12]13 : The zero solution of the
difference equation
N
x y x q p x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 1.4Ž .Ýnq1 n j nyk j
js1
where p , p , . . . , p are positi¤e numbers and k , k , . . . , k are positi¤e1 2 N 1 2 N
integers, is asymptotically stable pro¤ided that
N
k p - 1. 1.5Ž .Ý j j
js1
Ž .The condition 1.5 , however, is not necessary. Indeed, Rouche’s theorem´
cannot give the necessary condition. Also, several kinds of the necessary
and sufficient conditions given by using the Routh]Hurwitz criterion are
Ž .much too complicated to even verify the condition 1.3 .
The purpose of this paper is to give a necessary and sufficient condition
Ž .for the asymptotic stability of the zero solution of 1.1 which is more
Ž .restrictive than 1.4 .
Our main result is stated as follows:
Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Let k, l, and N be positi¤e integers with k ) N y 1 l.
Ž .Then the zero solution of 1.1 is asymptotically stable if and only if
p lp
2 sin sinž / ž /2 M 2 M
0 - p - 1.6Ž .Nlp
sin ž /2 M
Ž .where M s 2k q 1 y N y 1 l.
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Ž . Ž .Note that the condition 1.3 is a special case of the condition 1.6 . Our
w xresearch is motivated by a result on delay differential equations in 2 : For
the linear differential equation with N delays,
N
Xx t q a x t y t q j y 1 d s 0, t G 0, 1.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
js1
Ž .where t and d are positi¤e numbers with t ) N y 1 d , the zero solution of
Ž .1.7 is asymptotically stable if and only if
p dp
sin ž /L 2 L
0 - a - ,Ndp
sin ž /2 L
Ž .where L s 2t y N y 1 d . We see that there is some resemblance be-
Ž .tween the above inequality and 1.6 .
For the proof of our main theorem, we first examine the value of p and
the location of the roots z of the characteristic equation when the roots
are on the unit circle. Next we regard the root z as the algebraic function
of p and then compute the derivative of the absolute value of the root z
by p to observe its behavior. Finally, we determine the range of p when all
Ž .the roots are inside the unit disk to get the inequality 1.6 .
2. PROOF OF THEOREM
Ž .The characteristic equation of 1.1 is given by the form
F z ’ z kq1 y z k q p z ŽNy1. l q ??? qz l q 1 s 0. 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly, for p s 0, the roots of 2.1 are 0 multiplicity k and 1 simple .
Ž .We will discuss the location of the roots of 2.1 as p varies in order to
prove Theorem 1.1.
Ž .The first proposition deals with the value of p and the roots of 2.1 on
Ž .the unit circle. Hereafter, we put M s 2k q 1 y N y 1 l.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let z be a root of 2.1 on the unit circle except for
z s 1. Then the root z and the real number p are expressed as
2m q 1 pŽ .
v imz s e , where v s 2.2Ž .m M
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and
v lvm m
sin sinž / ž /2 2m
p s 2 y1 2.3Ž . Ž .m Nlvm
sin ž /2
for some m s 0, 1, . . . , M y 1, respecti¤ely.
Ž . v m i Ž .Con¤ersely, if p is gi¤en by 2.3 , z s e is a root of 2.1 .
Proof. First, we note that the value z satisfying z N l s 1 and z l / 1,
namely
z ŽNy1. l q ??? qz l q 1 s 0, 2.4Ž .
Ž . Ž .is not the root of 2.1 because 2.4 implies that we cannot find the real
Ž .number p. Thus 2.1 may be written as
z k z y 1Ž .
p s y . 2.5Ž .ŽNy1. l lz q ??? qz q 1
Since p is real, we have
k yky1qŽNy1. lz z y 1 z 1 y zŽ . Ž .
p s y s y 2.6Ž .l ŽNy1. lŽNy1. l l 1 q z q ??? qzz q ??? qz q 1
Ž . Ž .because of z s 1rz. From 2.5 and 2.6 , we obtain
z 2 kq1yŽNy1. l s y1,
Ž .which implies that 2.2 is valid for m s 0, 1, . . . , M y 1 except for the
N lv m i lv m i Ž .integers m satisfying e s 1 and e / 1 where v s 2m q 1 prM.m
Ž . N l Ž .Next we will show that 2.3 holds. In the case z / 1, by 2.5 we get
z k z y 1 z l y 1Ž . Ž .
p s y N lz y 1
ek v m i ev m i y 1 elv m i y 1Ž . Ž .
s y N lv ime y 1
ev m i r2 y eyv m i r2 elv m i r2 y eyl v m i r2Ž . Ž .
ŽkyN l r2q1r2ql r2.v ims ye N lv i r2 yN lv i r2m me y e
2 i sin v r2 2 i sin lv r2Ž . Ž .m mŽ2 mq1.p i r2s ye
2 i sin Nlv r2Ž .m
sin v r2 sin lv r2Ž . Ž .m mms 2 y1 ’ p .Ž . msin Nlv r2Ž .m
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In the case z l s 1, put lv s 2 qp where q is some positive integer, thenm
we can obtain
sin v r2Ž .mŽ .mqq Ny1p s 2 y1 2.7Ž . Ž .
N
Ž .in a similar way. Note that 2.7 is the limit of p as lv tends to 2 qp .m m
Ž .Hence, we conclude that 2.3 is valid for m s 0, 1, . . . , M y 1 except for
the integers m satisfying e N lv m i s 1 and elv m i / 1.
Ž . v m iConversely, if p is given by 2.3 , then it is clear that z s e is a root
Ž .of 2.1 . The proof is complete.
Now we regard p as a holomorphic function of z, that is,
z k z y 1Ž .
p z s y .Ž . ŽNy1. l lz q ??? qz q 1
Ž .Differentiating p z , we have
dp z ky1 k z y 1 q zŽ .Ž .
s y ŽNy1. l ldz z q ??? qz q 1
z ky1 z y 1 N y 1 lz ŽNy1. l q ??? qlz l 4Ž . Ž .
q . 2.8Ž .2ŽNy1. l lz q ??? qz q 1Ž .
Then we have the following lemma.
Ž . v m iLEMMA 2.1. The deri¤ati¤e of p z at z s e is nonzero.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that dprdz s 0. Dividing 2.8 by p z rz, we get
z l N y 1 z ŽNy1. l q ??? qz l 4Ž .
k q y s 0. 2.9Ž .ŽNy1. l lz y 1 z q ??? qz q 1
Ž .In view of z s 1rz, 2.9 yields
1 l N y 1 q N y 2 z l q ??? qz ŽNy2. l 4Ž . Ž .
k q y s 0. 2.10Ž .l ŽNy1. l1 y z 1 q z q ??? qz
Ž . Ž .Thus, adding 2.9 and 2.10 , we obtain
2k q 1 y N y 1 l s 0,Ž .
Ž .which contradicts k ) N y 1 l. This completes the proof.
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Ž .Remark 2.1. Lemma 2.1 shows that the roots of 2.1 on the unit circle
are simple.
From the property of holomorphic functions, there exists a neighbor-
v m i Ž .hood of z s e where the mapping p z is one-to-one. Therefore the
Ž .inverse function of p z exists locally.
Let z be expressed in polar form, that is, z s reiq. Then we have
dz z dr dq
s q ir ,ž /dp r dp dp
Ž .Ž .which implies that the value of drrdp is the real part of rrz dzrdp if p
moves, keeping real value.
Ž .Next, we will observe how the roots of 2.1 cross the unit circle when
the real number p varies.
Ž . v m iPROPOSITION 2.2. The absolute ¤alues of the roots of 2.1 at z s e
< <increase as p increases.
Proof. Let r be the absolute value of z. It suffices to show that
dr
? p ) 0 2.11Ž .
dp
v m i N l Ž .at z s e . In the case z / 1, we express p z as
z k z y 1 z l y 1 z k f zŽ . Ž . Ž .
p z s y s y ,Ž . N l N lz y 1 z y 1
Ž . Ž .Ž l .where f z s z y 1 z y 1 . Then we have
dp z ky1g zŽ .
s y ,2N ldz z y 1Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž . XŽ ..Ž N l . N l Ž .where g z s kf z q zf z z y 1 y Nlz f z . For the sake of con-
Ž N l .2 Ž k Ž ..venience, putting w s y z y 1 r z g z , we obtain
dr r dz
s Re s r Re w.ž /dp z dp
Hence, we shall compute the value of Re w. Note that
f z h zŽ . Ž .
Xf z s , f z s ,Ž . Ž .lq1 lz z
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Ž . l Mwhere h z s l q 1 y lz y z . By using the relation above and z s y1,
we get
1 1 1 Nl
Xkz g z s kf z q f z y 1 y f zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k N l N l½ 5ž / ž /zz z z
kf z q h z 1 y z N l y Nlf zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s kqN lqlq1z
kf z q h z 1 y z N l y Nlf zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s y .2 N lykz




2 2N l N l1 z y 1 z y 1Ž . Ž .
s y qk k½ 52 z g z z g zŽ . Ž .
2 2k N l k N lz g z z y 1 q z g z z y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s y 22 g zŽ .
2N l kz y 1 zŽ .
N ls y y kf z q h z 1 y z q Nlf z Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .22 N l2 z g zŽ .
q kf z q zf X z z N l y 1 y Nlz N l f z 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
3N l kz y 1 zŽ .
Xs y 2kf z q h z q zf z y Nlf z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .22 N l2 z g zŽ .
Taking note that
2kf z q h z q zf X z y Nlf z s Mf z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
we have
4 4N l k N lz y 1 M yz f z z y 1 MpŽ . Ž . Ž .
Re w s ? s .2 N l 22 N l 2 N lz y 12 z g z 2 z g zŽ . Ž .
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Now, by z s ev m i, it is easily seen that
4N lz y 1Ž . 2s 2 cos Nlv y 2 ) 0,Ž .m2 N lz
and therefore we arrive at
2dr 2 r cos Nlv y 1 MpŽ .ms .2dp g zŽ .
Ž . v m iThis implies that 2.11 is valid at z s e .
In the case z l s 1, by an argument similar to that above, we can obtain
dr 2 rN 2Mp
s ,2dp M q 1 z y M q 1Ž .
Ž . v m iwhich implies that 2.11 is also valid at z s e . This completes the
proof.
Furthermore, we will determine the positive minimum value of p givenm
Ž .by 2.3 .
PROPOSITION 2.3. The ¤alue of p is the positi¤e minimum ¤alue of p0 m
for m s 0, 1, . . . , M y 1.
To prove Proposition 2.3, we need the following two lemmas which will
be proved in the Appendix.
LEMMA 2.2. Let 0 - u - pr2, then the inequality
sin xu sin yu G sin u sin xyu
Ž Ž ..holds for all x, y g 1, pr 2u .




holds for all t.
Proof of Proposition 2.3. It is clear that p is positive by the definition.0
Now, we have only to consider the values of p which correspond to them
v m i wŽ . xroots z s e for m s 0, 1, . . . , M y 1 r2 lying in the upper half plane,
v imbecause the conjugate root e also corresponds to the same value of p .m
Our argument is divided into three cases.
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Ž .Case I: N s 1. It follows from 2.3 that
2m q 1 pŽ .m
p s 2 y1 sin for m s 0, 1, . . . , k .Ž .m 2 2k q 1Ž .
Thus we can immediately conclude that
p kp
p s 2 sin s 2 cos0 ž /2 2k q 1 2k q 1Ž .
is the positive minimum value of p .m
Case II: N s 2. It suffices to show that the value of 1rp attains itsm




wŽ . x l 2 kq1 v m ifor m s 0, 1, . . . , M y 1 r2 . Since z s yz and z s e , the value
of p can be written asm
z k z y 1 z1r2 y zy1r2 sin v r2Ž . Ž .m
p s s s .m 2 kq1 kq1r2 yky1r2 sin 2k q 1 v r2z y 1 z y z Ž .Ž .m
This implies
1 sin 2k q 1 u 1 sin 2k q 1 2m q 1 uŽ . Ž . Ž .
s , s ,
p sin u p sin 2m q 1 uŽ .0 m
Ž .where u s pr 2 M . Note that 0 - u - pr2 and
p p
1 F 2 M y 2k q 1 F , 1 F 2m q 1 F ,Ž .
2u 2u
because of k ) l. Hence it follows from Lemma 2.2 that
sin 2 M y 2k q 1 u sin 2m q 1 uŽ . Ž .Ž .
G sin u sin 2 M y 2k q 1 2m q 1 u .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Taking account of 2 M y 2k q 1 u s p y 2k q 1 u , we obtain 2.12
wŽ . xfor m s 0, 1, . . . , M y 1 r2 .
Case III: N G 3. To end the proof, we will show that
< <p G p 2.13Ž .m 0
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wŽ . x Ž .for m s 0, 1, . . . , M y 1 r2 . For simplicity, we set u s pr 2 M again,
Ž . Ž .then 0 - 2m q 1 u F pr2 and therefore 2.3 becomes
sin 2m q 1 luŽ .
< <p s 2 sin 2m q 1 u .Ž .m sin 2m q 1 NluŽ .
By Lemma 2.3 and Jordan’s inequality,
2 sin w p
F F 1 for 0 F w F ,
p w 2
we have
2 1 4 2m q 1 uŽ .
< <p G 2 ? 2m q 1 u ? s . 2.14Ž . Ž .m p N p N
Now we estimate p from the above.0
Ž .Subcase IIIa : Nlu F pr2. We have
2 sin u sin lu 2u ? lu pu
p s F s ,0 sin Nlu 2rp Nlu NŽ .
Ž . Ž . wŽwhich, together with 2.14 , implies that 2.13 holds for m s 0, 1, . . . , M
. xy 1 r2 .
Ž .Subcase IIIb : Nlu ) pr2. We note that
Nlp p Nl p N
Nlu s - - 2.15Ž .
2 M 2 N y 1 l q 1 2 N y 1Ž .
Ž . Ž .because of k ) N y 1 l. By using sin Nlu s sin p y Nlu , we get
2u ? lu p lu 2
p F s . 2.16Ž .0 2rp p y Nlu p y NluŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 2.15 , the inequalities 2.14 and 2.16 yield
< <p 4 2m q 1 u p y Nlu 4 2m q 1 pŽ . Ž .m G ? s y 12 2 ž /p p N Nlup lu p0
4 2m q 1 2 N y 1 4 2m q 1 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
) y 1 s 1 y .2 2 ž /ž /N Np p
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Here we find the following:
Ž . Ž .i If N G 12 and m G 1, then 2.13 holds.
Ž . Ž .ii If N G 4 and m G 2, then 2.13 holds.
Ž . Ž .iii If N s 3 and m G 4, then 2.13 holds.
Consequently, we have only to consider the remainder cases. In the case
Ž .N G 4 and m s 1, 2.15 implies lu - pr6 and hence we have
22 sin 3u sin 3lu 2 2 72 lu
< <p s G 2 ? 3u ? 3lu s .1 2sin 3Nlu p p p
Ž . Ž .From 2.15 , the above inequality and 2.16 yield
< < 2p 72 lu p y Nlu 72 p N 241 G ? ) p y G ) 1.2 2 3 2ž /p 2 N y 1p p lu p p0
Ž .In the case N s 3 and 1 F m F 3, 2.15 and the assumption of Subcase
Ž .IIIb imply pr6 - lu - pr4 and we have
< <p sin 2m q 1 lu sin 3lu sin 2m q 1 uŽ . Ž .m s . 2.17Ž .
p sin 3 2m q 1 lu sin lu sin uŽ .0
Ž .By Lemma 2.3, we estimate the first factor of 2.17 into
sin 2m q 1 lu sin 3lu 1 sin 3lu 1 1Ž .
2< <G s 3 y 4 sin lu ) .
sin 3 2m q 1 lu sin lu 3 sin lu 3 3Ž .
Ž .The second factor of 2.17 can be estimated by
sin 2m q 1 u 2rp 2m q 1 u 2 2m q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
) s .
sin u u p
Therefore we obtain
< <p 2 2m q 1Ž .m
) ) 1 for m s 2, 3.
p 3p0
Finally, if m s 1 and p ) 0, using pr6 - lu - pr4, we get1
p 3 y 4 sin2 lu sin 2m q 1 u 6Ž .1 s ) 1 ? ) 1.2p sin u p4 sin 3lu y 30
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3.
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Now, we are in a position to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. First of all, we note that if p - 0, then there
Ž . Ž .exists a positive root z# of 2.1 such that z# ) 1 because lim F zz “q‘
Ž . Ž .s q‘ and F 1 s pN - 0. Recall that the roots of 2.1 with p s 0 are 0
Ž . Ž .multiplicity k and 1 simple .
We claim here that if p ) 0 is sufficiently small, then all the roots of
Ž . Ž .2.1 are inside the unit disk. In fact, let z p be the branch of the root of1
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.1 with z 0 s 1, then it follows from 2.8 that1
dz1 s yN - 0.
dp ps0
By the continuity of the roots with respect to p, this implies that our claim
is valid.
In addition, Proposition 2.3 shows that p is a positive minimum value0
Ž .of p such that a root of 2.1 intersects the unit circle as p increases from
0. Also, by virtue of Proposition 2.2, we obtain that if p G p then there0
U Ž . < U <exists a root z of 2.1 such that z G 1.
Ž .From the preceding argument, we conclude that all the roots of 2.1 are
inside the unit disk if and only if 0 - p - p . That is, the zero solution of0
Ž . Ž .1.1 is asymptotically stable if and only if the condition 1.6 holds.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
Finally, we consider the linear difference equation
x y x q p x q x s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2.18Ž . Ž .nq1 n nyk nyk1 2
where p is a real number and k , k are positive integers.1 2
< <By setting N s 2 and l s k y k , we have the following result as a1 2
w xcorollary of Theorem 1.1, which corresponds to the result in 8, p. 65 and
w x4, p. 87 for a linear delay differential equation with two delays.
COROLLARY 2.1. Let k and k be positi¤e integers. Then the zero1 2
Ž .solution of 2.18 is asymptotically stable if and only if
p
sin
2 k q k q 1Ž .1 20 - p - .
k y k pŽ .1 2
cos
2 k q k q 1Ž .1 2
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we give proofs of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3.
Ž . Ž .Proof of Lemma 2.2. Set the domain D s x, y : 1 F x F pr 2u ,
Ž .41 F y F pr 2u and put the function
G x , y s sin xu sin yu y sin u sin xyu .Ž .
Ž .Then G x, y is continuously differentiable in D and its minimum is
Ž .attained at the boundary › D or is relatively minimum. Obviously, G x, y
G 0 in › D. An easy calculation yields that
› G
s u cos xu sin yu y yu cos xyu sin u ,
› x
› G
s u sin xu cos yu y xu cos xyu sin u .
› y
Ž . Ž .If G x, y is relatively minimum at x, y , then › Gr› x s › Gr› y s 0.
This implies that x, y satisfy
x y
s . A.1Ž .
tan xu tan yu
Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that the function h x s xr tan xu is strictly decreasing
Ž Ž .. Ž .on 1, pr 2u , and thus A.1 implies x s y. Hence, if we show that
G x , x s sin2 xu y sin x 2u sin u G 0Ž .
then the proof will be complete.
To this end, it is sufficient to verify the inequality
sin2 xu sin x 2u sin u
G . A.2Ž .2 2 ux uxuŽ .
In the case x 2u G 2p , for u F xu F pr2, we have
22 2sin xu sin x u sin u 2 1
y G y ) 0.2 2 ž /u p 2px uxuŽ .
2 Ž . 2In the case p F x u F 2p , it is clear that A.2 holds because of sin x u F 0.
2 Ž . ŽŽ . .In the case 0 - x u - p , consider the function f j s log sin j rj .
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Then
j y tan j cos j sin2 j y j 2Ž .
X Yf j s - 0, f j s - 0,Ž . Ž . 2j sin j j sin jŽ .
Ž .and thus f j is a decreasing and upward convex function. Therefore,
Ž 2 . Ž .using x u q u r2 G xu and the properties of f j , we obtain
x 2u q u f x 2u q f uŽ . Ž .
f xu G f G .Ž . ž /2 2
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .This becomes 2f xu G f x u q f u , namely
sin xu sin x 2u sin u
2 log G log q log ,2xu ux u
Ž .and we arrive at A.2 . The proof of Lemma 2.2 is now complete.
Ž .Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let N and k be positive integers. Define c t s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .sin Nt rsin t and c kp s lim c t , then the function c t is con-t “ kp
Ž .tinuously differentiable and its period is 2p . We also note that c yt s
Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . <c t and c p y t s c t . It is easily seen that
< <sin Nt p
c t s F N for t g 0, .Ž .
sin t 2
Hence, these facts above imply the assertion of Lemma 2.3.
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